
 

Donkey Kong Country Returns Wii Iso 13

donkey kong and diddy kong have the abilities to jump in many different ways, but they can only jump as far as their
movement speed allows. a player can walk slowly (as though they are running), or quickly (as though they are sprinting).
donkey kong has a lower jump height, but the kongs can jump as high as four times their current height. the kongs have

no attack range, so they can't attack while jumping, but they can attack in mid-air. donkey kong can also climb very
quickly, and diddy kong can climb a little faster than donkey kong. donkey kong's hammers can be used to push boxes

and crates on and off of the ground. donkey kong can only jump as high as the height he is, and can only jump on slopes
up to 90 degrees. donkey kong can also jump diagonally. donkey kong is vulnerable to being knocked back by barrels,
and can be knocked down if the player misses a jump, but donkey kong can also jump over a barrel. in the multiplayer

mode, two players can participate in a level at the same time, with the first player controlling donkey kong and the
second one controlling diddy kong. if both characters are defeated, two extra lives will be always spent, instead of one,

when they reappear at the beginning of the level or latest active checkpoint. if a player's kong moves off screen while it is
focused on the other one, after a countdown of three seconds, the character outside will be instantly teleported back next
to the current one at the screen. it is possible for the second player's character (diddy) mount the first player's character
(donkey) and let the first player to control most of the game. the second player controlling diddy can assist by firing his

peanut popguns. this way, both players' characters can share effects from items, such as heart boosts and banana juices.
any player also has the option of summoning their defeated character inside a dropping dk barrel by spending one extra

life balloon at any moment. but the present player's kong must touch the barrel before it falls below the screen. the
dropping dk barrel will be instantly draw towards the present character by pointing the wii remote at the direction of the

barrel or by holding the y or x button on the 3ds.

Donkey Kong Country Returns Wii Iso 13

in the game, players can play as dk,
diddy kong, and, for the first time, tiny
kong. dk has many new abilities that

are not available in the original game.
players can use the rope, which

attaches to nearby enemies, to swing
on, hop on, and hang onto the

enemies. the rope also can be used to
swing on the platforms and crates. the
rope also can be used to climb to the
top of a level, and is used to ride on

the mine cart. dk can also swing from
barrels to barrels, and can also ride on
the mine cart, as well as jump off the
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mine cart and ride it. the three kongs
also have many new moves that are

not available in the original game. the
kongs can jump over crates and

barrels that are blocking their way,
and climb up platforms that are too
high to jump on. the kongs can also
perform a somersault, which allows

them to reach places that are
otherwise unreachable. the kongs can
also slide and jump on their tails. if the

kongs have a banana in their
inventory, they can stomp on it, which

will allow them to jump higher. the
kongs can also throw bananas to

damage enemies and use them as a
wall, or use them to hit enemies and

throw them. the first unlockable is a k-
o-n-g in the k-o-r-e diorama that is
playable in the extras menu. the

diorama is available to the player at
the beginning of the game. the player

can also unlock the donkey kong
returns diorama and the donkey kong

country returns diorama by completing
the game in hard mode, and the

donkey kong country returns diorama
by completing the game in mirror

mode. each of the dioramas has its
own music track. 5ec8ef588b
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